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Dear Member
During debate on our Public Service Defence Campaign the Union’s General
Council agreed to produce a discussion document for members that provided an
assessment of the cause and nature of the current economic threats to them and
their families. The following document provides this assessment and analyses these
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specific and unique danger that is posed by western governments’ adherence to
neo-liberal policies. It also outlines the priorities and focus for our future activities/
interventions, including the role the individual member can play in these.
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Introduction
When the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced the details of the UK
Government’s Spending Plans for 2015/16, it included a threat to increments and
the intensification of cuts including a further attack on social security. This is not
“more of the same”, in relation to how the Conservative/Liberal Democrat Coalition
at Westminster regards public servants and public services, but an escalation of the
pace of their anti-public sector assault. The scale of these attacks is dramatic, as is
the clear failure of the mainstream media to analyse or offer a counterbalance to
the ideology that propels them. For these reasons it is vital that as a Union we take
stock of what we are facing and look at these points of attack in order to shape our
continued opposition to them.

A class war called “austerity”
This analysis needs to be based on a clear understanding of where this anti-public
sector assault fits in the wider economic context. In other words we need to see that
the current economic crisis is not a temporary discomfort that “we are all in together”
after which our collective pain will be rewarded with the fruits of a significantly
improved economy. Instead what we are experiencing is a continuation of a longstanding class war against the positive, progressive and historic protection that the
collective struggles of the trade union and labour movement have brought about.
The war on us, behind the spin and the poisonous scapegoating, is an attempt
by the ruling class to reverse, as far as they can the collective, democratic and
accountable features of society that stand in the way of their relentless search for
private profit.
This report, therefore, not only provides a brief snapshot of what we have and will
face on particular issues, but places these issues in this wider political context of
Western Governments, and their devolved agents’ adherence to what are referred
to as neoliberal policies. It looks in particular at how, to further this policy agenda
mainstream debate has attempted to deliberately and divisively pin the blame of
economic crisis on certain groups, including all of us in the public sector, in order
to create a climate in which broader attacks on collective provision are made easier.

What’s this got to do with me?
If any of us are tempted to ask, “So what’s this got to do with me?” the answer is
that this economic war is being waged on all of us in terms of pay, pensions, job
security and the social security framework on which we once hoped to rely should
we lose our jobs or fall ill. On job security alone, for example we also need to bear in
mind that cuts to the NI block grant have been back loaded. This means that, over
the next few years, in addition to the current pressures of increased workloads that
arise from a failure to fill vacancies, current staffing levels will be at risk. This will
bring the real threat of compulsory redundancies.
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Pay Cuts
The Government’s Spending Review for 2015/2016 stated that in the public sector,
pay increases will be capped at 1%. As this is less than inflation it constitutes a pay
cut. In addition the intention is for pay increments to be abolished, immediately in
the Civil Service and once contractual hurdles have been overcome, at a later date
in other areas. This means that over the lifetime of the Coalition, public servants will
have had a pay freeze for two years followed by three years of a pay cap.
While this time-line covers the parliamentary life of the Conservative/Liberal
Democrat Coalition, the longer-term pattern on pay shows that it is not just about
the current Government. Indeed, far from austerity being a ‘necessary’ adjustment
after a pre-Crash wages bonanza, as an analysis from the TUC has highlighted:
●● Ordinary UK workers have failed to get their proper share of economic
growth over the last thirty years. They have lost out in two ways - the
share of the nation’s wealth going to wages (the “wage share”) has fallen
[and] salaries going to those at the top have increased at the expense
of those in the middle and at the bottom. [In this way] ordinary workers
have ended up with a smaller share of a smaller pie.
●● By 2010 the average person in full time work [should have been] paid
£7,000 more than they actually are if wages had kept up with economic
growth and if the best paid had not increased their wages at the expense
of everyone else1.
The overall consequence of this long-term pattern has meant that “Britain’s workers
have suffered more financial pain since 2008 than in any five-year period of the
modern age”2. The same applies to workers in Northern Ireland.

Increased Cost of Living
This wage robbery is compounded by other financial pressures in the wider society.
For example, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation (JRF) is one of many organisations
reporting how “living costs [have] risen 25% in the past five years. This has placed
an ‘unprecedented’ financial burden on the poor”3 with:
●● Childcare costs [having] risen [by] 37%;
●● Rent in social housing…up by 26%;
●● Food costs have increased by 24%;
●● Energy costs [up by] 39% and
●● Public transport [costs] up by 30%4.
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In this context, the JRF found that in order to meet basic needs “a single person now
needs to earn £16,850 a year, a working couple with two children now need to earn

£19,400 each…while a single parent would need earnings of around £25,600”5.
To give these “economic survival” figures a local perspective, we need to remind
ourselves that: 57% of the working population in Northern Ireland earn less than
£20,000 a year6; we have the lowest full-time public sector wages of any region in
the UK and private sector earnings are 17.8% below the UK average7. Little wonder
that a recent survey conducted by the UK Government’s own Money Advice Service
found that, in Northern Ireland 66% of those surveyed admitted to struggling with
bills and debt repayment8.
In stark contrast to this struggle to ‘make ends meet’ for the general population,
“average pay for the top directors of Britain’s biggest companies has increased by
an eye-watering 49% in the last year alone”.9 See Figure 1.
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Figure 1 2011: Wages vs Inflation vs Director’s Pay
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In our future pay campaigns, therefore, the correct response to any attempt to
divide us by sector i.e. by contrasting pay levels between the private and public
sector worker is to remind our critics that the real divide is not between sectors.
Instead, the divide that matters, is between the tip of the corporate pyramid, whose
pay has “spiralled…to stratospheric levels,”11 and the rest of us.

The Attack on Pensions
As with pay, so with pensions. A pampered elite have campaigned to deny a decent
pension to public sector workers. This has been debated in public mainly around
two bogus charges - that public sector pensions were ‘gold-plated’ and that they are
‘unsustainable’. Although figures show that these pensions are far from “gold plated”
and Government data itself confirms that long-term costs will actually fall, the pay
and pension attacks display a common feature of anti-public sector propaganda.
It is to consistently repeat that the failure to “reform” will lead to ‘crisis’ and that
historic (regressive) change must begin immediately in order to avoid catastrophe.
This sets the stage for the brazen theft of existing, long fought for provision.
While it is easy to get lost in the complexity of pension details and the variety within
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different public sector schemes, certain key facts remain. They are that by switching
the indexation of pension increases to the Consumer Price Index (CPI), not the Retail
Price Index (RPI), public service pensions have been devalued by approximately
15%. Furthermore, the overall attack has three clear consequences – we all have
to: work to an older age; pay more into a pension scheme and get less from it when
we retire.
As on the question of pay, this issue is not about public sector ‘privilege’ versus
private sector ‘realism’. In the public sector, we cannot nor should we try to match
the increasingly minimalist or non-existent pension provision in the private sector.
This sector’s provision has collapsed to such an extent that it has fewer employees
in pension schemes than at any time since records began12. The stark reality is that
opposition to decent pensions in every sector of the economy is ideological. As
we will discuss further below, high quality, universal provision is seen as an affront
to the bosses who define a ‘flexible’ labour market as one where they are “free”
from any long-term responsibility to their employees. We only have to observe the
“zero-hours” contracts that 1 million people in the UK and 34,000 (5%) of Northern
Ireland’s employees13 endure to see what their ideal labour market looks like.
While of course we support our fellow workers in the private sector in their struggle
for their pension rights, again, the issue we have to focus on is not the difference
between public and private sector. It is on the class prejudice and hypocrisy of
those who lecture us all about what is affordable as they amass profits via their
company’s pension holidays; avail of the type of pensions (Defined Benefit) that
they want to deny us; retire at an age they regard as ‘too young’ for us to do so and
draw pensions that are unimaginable to the average employee. Again we should
note that the average Directors’ pension, for example, is 34 times the average public
sector pension and 74 times that of the average local government employee.

Divide and Rule - The Attack on Social
Security Provision
The political game of divide and rule is not limited to the workplace but also pollutes
discussion of what safety net by way of social security should exist in our society.
Here a corporate media generates a vile demonisation of those in receipt of any
assistance from the state – branding “these people” as “skivers”. The facts that we all
pay tax (in the most regressive manner via VAT) and that the vast majority of those
getting assistance from the state are pensioners or are in work (having their underpaying employer’s low wages underwritten by tax credits) are not highlighted. The
truth is that the undermining of welfare provision is an attack on the most financially
vulnerable in society.
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The major purpose of anti-welfare propaganda is to act as a smoke screen behind
which universal protections that were once seen as the basis of civilised society
can be unpicked. Indeed, even the move away from the term “social security” to

the dominant use of “welfare” is itself a clear signal of a wider retreat from the state
having an obligation to its citizens. It is a swift descent from this to the degrading
Victorian concept of the “deserving poor” and a society which finds it acceptable
that thousands of people can only survive by their use of charity, food banks and/
or pay day loans.
But as with pay and pensions, the “big lie” is the key to shaping the public debate.
This misinformation has had its effect as polls show those most in support of the
Government’s approach to welfare issues were the least knowledgeable about the
facts on welfare “reform”. This is most striking in relation to the level of ignorance on
three issues – the scale of the welfare budget that is spent on unemployed people,
the extent of this budget that is claimed fraudulently and the proportion of those
claiming Jobseekers Allowance for more than a year. On these issues the power of
mainstream propaganda to distort reality is evident (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Misconceptions about Welfare
On average what
people think

Actual
Figure

41%

Proportion of the
entire welfare
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on benefits to
unemployed
people

3%

27%

Proportion of the
welfare budget
that is claimed
fraudulently

0.7%

48%

Proportion of
those claiming
Jobseekers
Allowance who
go on to claim
it for more than
a year

27.8%

Source: TUC
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The toxic politics that attempt to feed on this level of ignorance is that of “beggar
my neighbour”. It is a policy that deliberately propagates exaggerated anecdotes
about what a miniscule number of people appear “to be getting” and uses the base
resentment such lies generate as a smokescreen behind which it is easier to remove
safety nets for millions of people. This is what is happening in relation to Welfare
Reform. It is vital, throughout our membership and in our wider campaigning
work, that we challenge the lies that are being used to justify the unprecedented
assault on the welfare state that this represents.

Crisis Myths
In the same way that a series of scapegoats are used to justify policies that attack
pay, pensions and welfare, these media campaigns are underpinned by a set
of “crisis myths” that provide the broad economic rationale for what is known as
“austerity”. The true purpose of these myths is to close down debate, to present our
economic choices as only being about the pace of cuts, not the need for cuts at all.
In this way the relentlessly broadcast message is that “government” cannot afford
to intervene to address society’s ills, with “government” in this context, shorthand
for the UK (despite being among the world’s richest economies) being incapable of
providing properly planned and funded public services. An abridged overview of
the most common of these economic myths14 is outlined below (See Table 1).

Table 1 E
 conomic Myths and Reality
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Myth

Reality

Government debt is the
highest it’s ever been

The UK’s government debt is at around 70 per cent of GDP (the
total amount of goods and services produced in one year). That is
certainly high, but it is far from unprecedented. Government debt
never fell below 100 per cent of GDP between 1920 and 1960. It is
only in the past decade or so that it has become normal to think of
government debt being stable at around 40 per cent of GDP. It is
worth noting that government debt reached 250 per cent of GDP
around the end of the Second World War, as the result of a ‘once in
a generation’ economic and political crisis. [Significantly, this debt
level did not stop the creation of a free at the point of use NHS, the
modern Welfare State, free secondary education and expanded
public housing provision]15.

The UK’s debt crisis is one of
the worst in the world

IMF data (IMF World Economic Outlook Database, April 2010) shows
the UK has the lowest government debt as a proportion of GDP
among the G7 countries (the US, Canada, Germany, Britain, Japan,
Italy and France).

Government debt is
‘unsustainable’

The sustainability of government debt is not just dictated by its
size, but by its make up. While countries such as Greece tend to owe
money to external financiers, the vast majority of UK debt - about
70 to 80 per cent - is held within the country. And the UK’s debt
is not so short term…making it less vulnerable to short-term
speculative pressures and much more able to continue to finance its
debts on a sustainable basis.

Public spending got ‘out of
control’ under Labour

The Labour government gradually raised public spending in the
early part of the decade, but it was from what were historically very
low levels. Levels of public spending are now about the same as
they were in the early 1990s, at the time of the last economic crisis.
This is because spending always rises during a recession as a result
of welfare spending on unemployment. In fact, levels of public
spending as a proportion of GDP were much lower for most of the
2000s than they were than at any point since the 1960s.

The UK has a big public
sector compared to other
countries

Public spending in the UK is lower as a proportion of the economy
than in the likes of France, Italy, Austria and Belgium, as well as the
Scandinavian countries (OECD World Factbook 2010). And spending
on core areas such as health and education remains comparable or
low in relation to other OECD (broadly speaking, ‘rich’) countries.
For example, the UK spent just 8.4 per cent of its GDP on health in
2007 well behind Germany, France and most other west European
nations. On education, the UK again spends less per pupil than most
comparable OECD countries.

This last myth on the size of the public sector is a common one and often informs
calls from local business leaders that we must “re-balance” the Northern Ireland
economy16. This has nothing to do with “balance”, however. At its core is an
opposition to “state assets” remaining outside private ownership. The general
propaganda on the “size” of the public sector, therefore, seeks to move us from a
“free at the point of use” public system to a “charged for at the point of use” private
one. In short, such a campaign aims to make long-term changes to and increase
private ownership within the economy. Privatisation17, a process that means “costs
go up; services get worse; private companies are not accountable and staff are
undermined”18 is the wrecking ball used to achieve this aim. It involves a massive
transfer of wealth to unaccountable private corporations and the facilitation of
uncontrolled profit and tax avoidance. Its supporters need to weaken us before
such a transformation can take place and this is what makes all of us in the trade
union movement, particularly where we are strongest in the public sector, their
enemy.
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The Neoliberal Model
Given the mainstream scapegoating referred to above offers no analysis of what
is actually going on, it is important we remind ourselves what is the real driver for
this crisis – the market system itself. The worship of this system is the cornerstone
of what is known as neoliberalism. This has been defined as a “set of economic
political policies based on a strong faith in the beneficent effects of free markets”19.
As alluded to above, the ‘freedom’ that is sought is the freedom of capital to act
in an unrestrained manner, unhindered by regulation that might properly protect
either those who create wealth or the wider society in which they live. Furthermore
as successive scandals in banking (in relation to lending rates), utilities (on price
fixing) and outsourcing (a history of overcharging/under-performing) show, there’s
nothing “free”, beneficial or unthreatening about such markets.
This ideology presented a break with the consensus that dominated the post Second
World War era. This consensus was based on a general awareness of the damage
that laissez-faire (letting the markets do as they wished) economics had done, not
least to collapse the world economy into a Great Depression. The declared aims of
a different world, underpinned by post-1945 Welfare state were to wage war on the
evils of “squalor”, “ignorance”, “want”, “idleness” and “disease”.
To wage such a war - to move away from the negligence of only those who could
afford to pay having their needs met, a ‘spine’ for society in the form of publicly
owned and state provided services had to be established. This social ‘mission’
and the progressive power of the labour and trade union movement that forced
it into creation also meant that, through our movement’s power and presence in
negotiation and industrial action, wider progress in employment rights and other
rewards from collective bargaining in the workplace could be achieved.
Since the 1980’s and 1990’s the neoliberal ideology and its supporters have been
at the heart of an organised reaction against such an interventionist approach.
Furthermore, looked at more closely, it is clear that this post-1945 ‘settlement’ was
less a political consensus than merely a reflection of the balance of forces in society
from the post Second World War years until the late-Sixties/early Seventies. That
is, the leading Western economies had to respond to a world in which “labour”,
particularly industrial labour, was on the march nationally and internationally. In
addition, with ideological struggle a central part of national and world events, such
intervention was also about the Western Capitalist system not only conceding to
the labour movement what it was forced to, but also demonstrating that it “worked”
(particularly in the provision of consumer goods) in a way that any political alterative/
system, they argued, could not.
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“No such thing as society”
However, economic crises in the early 1970s showed this advert for western
capitalism was a lie. In addition a significant section of British capital, particularly
after historic industrial defeats, tired of any “surrender” to a more democratic,
strategically planned form of development that limited their profits. The long term
aim therefore, was to defeat their ideological enemies in the labour and trade union
movement, directly by industrial confrontation and legislatively via legal restrictions
on the rights of trade unions.
In line with this objective the economy and society would be re-shaped in a
manner, whether in the nature of work, housing or lifestyle that attempted to make
our worlds individual rather than collective or mutually supportive. In effect, there
would “be no such thing as society” in the sense of general provision and security
- we were on our own and it was “dog-eat dog”. In this world of “greed is good” the
ultimate casinos in the City of London and Wall Street were to be the new Centres
of the Universe.
This economic model was accepted and pursued vigorously by ‘New’ Labour.
Indeed as a signal to confirm this to the City, on their first week in office, the
Chancellor Gordon Brown, gave up a key economic lever held by his predecessors,
the political control of the Bank of England’s monetary policy, including interest
rates. This was surrendered to the Bank of England’s unelected Governor and its
Monetary Policy Committee. There was to be a similar “leave big business alone”
approach in the rest of the economy. In this way, lightly regulated City gambling
(“speculating” as the participants prefer to call it) largely funded from North Sea Oil
revenues, would help to produce an economic miracle. In fact this strategy merely
delayed the inevitable and indeed exacerbated the structural weaknesses (low
wages, low investment, an over-dependence on ‘finance’) of the UK economy.
The broadcast belief, that capitalism’s cyclical crises or in Brown’s words the days of
“boom and bust” were over, proved illusory. It was only a matter of time, therefore,
before the “Big Bang” of 1986 that removed controls from the City of London and
gave a green light to speculation, degenerated into the “Big Bust” of 2008. “Credit
bubbles”, much to the surprise of all the pro-capitalist “experts” proved to be as
fragile as any other bubble. We should never forget that it is from these same
experts, who cheered on the dismantling of the regulations and protections
that limited such destructive activity, that we are now meant to take our orders
to clear up this mess.
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Living for the City of London
This wider acceptance of neoliberalism has a toxic effect on and infects all areas
of society. In this way its model of how we should be governed is not about
providing service to the public, it is about charging the public for a service. This in
turn generates profit for a privately owned public service industry. Public services,
whether they relate to work, welfare, culture or other leisure provision all have to
have a pound sign stamped on them and thereafter, they become subject to the
whim of the market on which they are traded.
The bigger this economic monster has grown, the greater the economic/political
power it has been able to exert. The lack of political i.e. democratic control this
represents is dramatic. It is captured in the recurrent phrases that almost give
such economic power a “personality” whose orders we must follow. In this way we
hear sympathetic analysts ask – “how will the markets react?”, “is the market happy
with this announcement?”. For the mainstream, embedded media, of course this
phraseology is an easier sell than the truthful way these questions could be posed
- “how will the unelected tax-avoiding rich people in the City react? “Is organised
greed happy with this policy announcement?” Democratic accountability is a
complete irrelevance in this context.
We need only to remember the weekend after the 2010 election in the UK,
immediately before the Coalition was formed. The “markets” were unhappy about
the “uncertainty”, and wanted a decisive economic plan. This quickly reached
its absurd, regressive conclusion when an inconclusive national election ended
in a manufactured but ‘secure’ Government - locked in for a five-year term implementing a budget plan with a programme of cuts, like the very idea of a
Coalition itself, that had never been placed before the UK electorate. This Coalition’s
complete lack of political legitimacy puts into perspective the opportunistic
discussion of trade union democracy promoted by both the government and big
business.
It is unsurprising that capital is confident about engineering such a coup - in other
parts of Europe, at the behest of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), it has
imposed a Government in Italy (under an unelected Prime Minister, Mario Monti)
and deposed one (Papandreou) in Greece to guarantee that “austerity” is free from
any democratic delay or hindrance. Closer to home, we have also witnessed the
anti-democratic affront of the Republic of Ireland’s draft budget that was written by
the Troika (European Commission, IMF, European Central Bank) being found in the
Bundestag before the Dail had even seen it.
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A loss of political legitimacy
It is little wonder then that an economic crisis that has shown the elites’ contempt
for people is reflected in a loss of political legitimacy for the political leaders who
are delivering “austerity”. But their lack of popularity, as also evidenced by declining
turnouts in many general elections, is not due, as is sometimes claimed, to people
not being interested in politics. It is due to the fact that this political class is viewed
as detached, out-of touch and self-serving.
People are right to ask for example, how could Parliament be representative of our
interests when, 0.7% of the population are millionaires, yet 78% of MPs are? Similarly,
where is someone with a genuine conception of what economic hardship feels like,
in a Coalition Cabinet with 19 of its 25 members millionaires, presided over by a
Prime Minister whose [Eton] school fees are currently £30,000 a year? There is also a
figure such as Iain Duncan Smith, the Minister responsible at a UK level for “welfare
reform”. While imposing a “bedroom tax” on the most vulnerable people in society,
he lives in a Tudor mansion, on an estate that “over the past ten years…has received
€1.5m in income support from taxpayers”.20 He once stated he could live on £53
a week if “he had to” yet, as an MP thought it appropriate to submit an expenses
claim for a £39 breakfast21. Similarly in this world of privilege we have Danny
Alexander, who gets paid £135,000 a year as Chief Secretary to the Treasury and as
part of the Coalition urges us all to tighten our belts. Like other MPs, however, he
is able to avail of travel expenses for his family. In Alexander’s case this has been
£8,500 since 2011.22 Little wonder then people are uninspired by and alienated
from a class tainted by its expenses scandals and that they see as in the pocket of
corporations who shape their policy.

The devolved response
The charge of being ‘out of touch’ was one that politicians in Northern Ireland
often made against a succession of Direct Rule Ministers prior to devolution. In
this context, it is important to ask how have they performed to show they are in
touch with the people they represent. In other words how has their approach
differed from the mainstream economics prescribed by Westminster? It is fair at the
outset to acknowledge that there are considerable economic limitations to being a
region rather than a sovereign state. Similarly, it is entirely valid given such regional
limitations that any decision maker considers fully the financial repercussions of
taking a different course, in challenging principles of “parity”, for example. These
are legitimate points of debate. However, conscious as we are of these limitations
they are no excuse for the narrow policy choices that are presented to us by
the Assembly. They do not excuse the failure of local politicians to secure what
their rhetoric promised would coincide with devolution - a “peace dividend” that
financially would underpin the peace process. Instead we now have an Executive
availing of the trappings of “power” yet acting are mere “messengers” on social
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policy. Our politicians also seem to have given up making the case that the legacy
of our 40 years of conflict requires significant additional public investment. The ongoing political instability within the Northern Ireland Executive reinforces this need.
While in 2010, the Northern Ireland Executive, along with other devolved leaders in
Scotland and Wales signalled that they “opposed” the Coalition’s cuts as too deep
and too fast23, since then the devolved administration at Stormont has been, at best,
incoherent in response to and at worst collaborative in enforcing Westminster’s
cuts. In this way, they either claim no responsibility for policy as it is “Westminster’s
fault” or are happy to share its direction of travel.
On the former, for example, while it is accurate for the Assembly and its Executive to
point to Westminster as the source of “welfare reform”, this is no excuse for failing to
fight for an alternative, particularly as this is a devolved matter. We have all seen the
Executive’s involvement in and support for the well-funded campaigns that lobby
for the lowering of Northern Ireland’s corporation tax rate (on the profits of a mere
4% of companies based here). This campaign has seen task forces set up, research
commissioned, trips to Downing Street etc. etc. In short, every united, collected
effort has been made to achieve this gift for a small number of rich multinationals.
Worse still, the price that the Executive appears ready to pay for this would be
an initial minimum cut to the NI block grant (i.e. the funding for our services) of
approximately £400 million.
By contrast, beyond stating that resisting Welfare Reform would be too expensive a
price to pay and arguing for some, albeit welcome, concessions, where have the main
local political parties been in relation to an equivalent political campaign to resist
the damage Welfare Reform will do to the people of Northern Ireland? This damage,
that will compound deep seated health inequalities shaped by our conflict, is no
secret. As the Law Centre (NI) report “the Institute of Fiscal Studies found that, after
London, Northern Ireland, will be the hardest hit by tax and benefit cuts announced
and to be implemented between January 2011 and April 2014/15 because of the
higher numbers in receipt of disability benefits and families with children who will
be affected”24. With the local Parties in Government not adequately resisting this
attack on social security, therefore it has been and will be, left to the labour and
trade union movement to continue and extend such a campaign.

Double transition
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Similarly on the question of wider economic activity that is entirely within the gift of
the local Executive, there is enough evidence to confirm the fear that in social policy
terms the “peace process” threatens to bring what has been described as a “double
transition” – not only welcome peace on the ground (in comparison to the worst
of the Troubles) but also the features of “Thatcherism” whose implementation was
delayed by it. On this score again, the local politicians, irrespective of party (within
the Executive) have shown no coherent opposition to Westminster’s approach and

in many cases, quite the reverse. The major test of this is and will be in relation
to privatisation. It is a test the local Parties in Government continue to fail, as by
their action and inaction they have shown us that the threat of privatisation is not
imminent it is here. In addition, what we have seen so far is just the tip of the iceberg.
The Assembly, or more specifically the Executive is in the driver’s seat on this and
they not Westminster have overseen, for example, the privatisations of the NICS
personnel function, its soft services and cleaning provision, as well as colluded in
the privatisation within local government of leisure facilities. Furthermore, they are
now pursuing the privatisation of health provision here through the “Transforming
Your Care” (TYC) initiative and aim to remove publicly owned housing, as signalled
by the Social Development Minister’s threat to abolish the Housing Executive25.
These are huge social changes that are being proposed, yet a passive Assembly
objectively supports them by either keeping quiet because it is ‘their’ Minister
who is pushing them through or by failing to delay, adjust or more appropriately
abandon these plans. Individual MLAs from the governing parties may raise some
concerns when the worst consequences of policy manifest themselves (for example
when one of TYC’s first dramatic impacts, to close old people’s homes, went public).
Yet, for all the noise and even a subsequent anti-privatisation motion being passed
in the Assembly, this aspect of the policy has merely been tweaked, it has not been
scrapped. It will be up to us and our allies, therefore, to re-invigorate a campaign to
fight the Assembly’s overt or stealth privatisation of our NHS.
Similarly on Housing, while MLAs (including within the Executive) state the
delivery of social housing issue is under “review” – the relevant Minister is intent
on privatisation. More tellingly, the Strategic Investment Board can debate the
transfer of public housing stock to Housing Associations and casually discuss the
rent increases this will bring tenants two months before the Minister even tells the
Assembly of his intentions.26 On these major issues we have to remind ourselves
that these are Executive decisions, not Westminster’s. It is the local Coalition
at Stormont that is threatening the privatisation of our social housing and our
Health Service.
We will support our members in the areas faced with these privatisations. In
addition, as our duty to the public sector defence campaign, with our allies in the
labour and trade union movement, we will be fighting to reverse these decisions
and offering a distinct alternative to the economic values that underpin them.
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What unions have done for us
A useful poster we use for recruiting and organising purposes asks the question
“What have unions ever done for us?” (See Figure 3).

Figure 3 “What have unions ever done for us?”
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The importance of the answer is two-fold. Firstly it is essential to remind those who
might ask such a question what the world of work would and does look like where
unions are not present and have not been able to advance the progressive struggle
on all these issues. This includes emphasising to members and non-members the
advances on Pay, Equal Pay, anti-discrimination protections etc. that NIPSA has won
and the sectoral issues that daily as a union we fight to advance.
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Secondly, looking at the answer to the question should act as a warning that
none of these benefits are permanent and that undefended they will be attacked,
weakened and/or removed. In other words, as a union we need to be fully aware
that so extreme is the neoliberal agenda that long-standing protections won by
our movement are under threat. In this way, behind a “modernisation” or “anti-red
tape” smokescreen, historic reversals are planned. One current example of this
attempt to turn the clock back demonstrates the extremism we are dealing with. On
the right to swift Health and Safety Compensation, the Coalition have legislated to
remove protections that placed the onus on employers to prove they had provided
safe equipment for their workers. These protections have been in place in England
and Wales since 1891 and came in twenty years earlier in Scotland. Such moves,
combined with restrictions of Legal Aid and increase in Employment Tribunal fees
all have the effect of leaving the non-unionised worker more vulnerable than they
have been for generations.

While these are UK developments, there are no grounds for complacency that
historically regressive changes could not happen here. We should note, for
example, that while employment legislation is within the devolved responsibility of
the Assembly, it still retains the anti-union legislation from the UK that is the most
restrictive in Western Europe.
From the “bread and butter” of pay, pensions, terms/conditions to the length of the
working day or the breaks, protections and rights within it, therefore, indifference
to any issue that affects us in the workplace is not an option. The rights we
have were hard fought for, over a long period. A failure to defend them will not
merely mean us living with the status quo of what we have. Instead, without our
determined collective defence of these rights, we will see a systematic reversal of all
the collective gains they represent. We should remember this is a Government that
is diluting the legislation that restricts the activities of Gangmasters27. Furthermore,
as we have just discovered, the markets “wanting blood”, is not a metaphor - supply
of it to the NHS is to be privatised28. We should be under no illusions, therefore,
about the extremism of our enemies. For them, nothing is “out of bounds”.

Because you’re not worth it
If we believe mainstream commentaries, it appears we cannot afford childcare, we
cannot afford students, we cannot afford to pay a minimum wage to young workers,
a living wage to older ones, we cannot afford pensions for old age and we cannot
afford health and social care when we get old. If the post-1945 settlement discussed
above was about protection from the “cradle to the grave”, we have degenerated
as a society to a position of casual neglect at each and every one of these stages.
This is compounded with cynical attempts by the ruling class to pitch each of these
strands against each other. In this ‘dog-eat-dog’ world the only questions we are
supposed to ask are: why should a taxpayer without children pay for anyone else’s
childcare? Why should a worker pay someone else’s Welfare cheque? Why should
someone with no family members at college/university pay for an Educational
Maintenance/student grant? Why should any “young” person pay for someone else’s
old age medical treatment? And so it goes on, with further divisive poison added
in terms of race, gender, religion etc. as and when it suits the media to distract from
any discussion of the nature and real cause of the crisis.
When we in the trade union and labour movement ask for a different society or
outline different priorities, we are met with the “there’s no money” response.
We need to meet this head on. We do so with our movement’s campaign that
highlighted just how much money is there but that is inadequately taxed or not
taxed at all (£123 billion in the UK alone). Furthermore, at a national economic level,
we can point out how, while we as trade unionists have been told that “you can’t
print money” to solve problems, such a solution is clearly on offer for banks. In this
case they are given the opposite message with £375 billion gifted to them and
bond holding companies through “quantitative easing”.
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At a local level we have also had a recent example of “money no object when it suits”,
in the Northern Ireland Executive’s underwriting of the G8 summit in Fermanagh.
This 48 hour stunt could trigger contingencies such as “pop-up” courts/cells, the
judiciary on standby, hospitals on alert etc. At a time when we are told budgets
are too tight to alter, the bill for this unexpected event (in excess of £80 million),29
was accepted and paid without any internal Executive dissent. We have the right to
ask where has the Executive shown a similar easy access to funds, a similar urgency
or relaxed attitude to spending equivalent amounts for its population, rather than
for the richest eight tourists on the planet? Where, for example, are the pop-up
casualty units to deal with unacceptable delays at our Accident and Emergency
Units? The ones, that is, that the Executive haven’t closed because they have “no
money”. Our campaigns are to ensure that our members and the public services
they deliver and use receive the equally positive financial support and respect that
these eight rich tourists received.

Playing a part in the fight back
It is vital to remember that, at work, no organisation other than your trade union
can or will fully defend your interests. But while there are protections of ‘just’ being
in a union, our collective power is increased at all levels by the greatest possible
membership and activity from members. We should never forget that even in the
anti-trade union world in which we live, it is our size that delivers the recognition
from the employer that gets us to the negotiating table. Similarly, the breadth of
our membership in the workplace guarantees the ability of our representatives to
serve the needs of our members on the ground.
Increased membership/activity also has the positive effect of diminishing the
risk of an individual union member’s isolation in that it increases solidarity across
all areas of the union. In so doing it advertises to all members that they may be
dealing with particular issues relevant to their sector, but they are not alone and
what they are dealing with is part of the overall fight - to defend public services
and defend public servants. Strategic organisation and recruitment that can build
such solidarity, increase NIPSA membership in all areas and enable us to build and
deliver campaigns, therefore, is vital.
There are three core features of our work as trade unionists - to educate, agitate and
organise. On the first our work is to challenge what our enemies want to propagate
- that the mainstream “economics” that affect us all are incomprehensible. From
this position we are then expected to passively take the medicine offered by such
experts. As our action on the ground and this statement confirms, we refuse to “go
with the flow” of such corporate analysis.
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It is called “struggle” for a reason. It is not, nor has it ever been, easy. As we have
discussed, the forces against us, are powerful, but they and the economic structure
over which they preside is also insecure. Their reaction to us as trade unionists

shows as much. If we are the irrelevance that the mainstream media claim - the
“dinosaurs”, “stuck in the past” etc., why are their media so obsessed with our
activity? The reason is that for their system, democracy is the Achilles’ heel and
while they represent the material interests of the elites, the 1%, the trade union
movement are the biggest democratic, civil organisation in society. The resistance
we present, the victories we do win advertises what they fear - our actual and
potential strength.
But just as we are strengthened by an increased membership, this potential and our
public service defence campaign as a whole, is dramatically enhanced by being part
of a “movement” rather than acting alone. As part of a movement, we were proud
to play a leading role in the general industrial action of November 2011 and the
Civil/Health Service action of May 2012. Across Great Britain and Northern Ireland
the former action represented the largest demonstration of opposition to cuts
seen for generations. But opposing austerity cannot just be about such irregular
action. It needs coherence within the workplace activity discussed above as well as
the wider effort across unions and in the community to build momentum towards
comparable action in the future.
In contrast to the UK’s Coalition of extremists and a local Executive that appears
signed up to a future of cuts and privatisation, the defence of public service will
fall to us in the trade union movement working alongside our progressive allies
in the community. While our workplace activity may mean a series of short-term,
defensive actions of “advancing an inch and digging a trench”, the wider threat to
our movement will require moving beyond this. This is because the existing system
facilitates the continued erosion of democracy and accountability with more and
more decisions affecting people’s lives being taken in the boardrooms of major
financial institutions and transnational corporations. As a consequence, in order
to defend our public services against these anti-democratic forces, we as a union
while remaining non-party political, have to deal with issues that the political war
waged against us has brought into our workplaces and our society.
This means that, in dealing with these issues, the argument we make for democratic
control in our anti-privatisation fight, for example, will have another consequence.
It is to initiate a wider debate on the sort of society in which we want to live.
This will mean the trade union movement advancing an alternative economic and
political strategy, to the neoliberalism being foisted upon us. We know it cannot
be about a more benign form of capitalism as it is clear that such an idea is an
illusion. Therefore, it will have to be about us arguing for an economy that we own,
a socialist economy that is fully democratic, that plans in order to meet the needs of
our people, and that operates in solidarity with our local, national and international
allies.
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Conclusion
Another world is possible but it has to be fought for. Nothing that we in the
labour and trade union movement value – in effect the core of what constitutes
a decent society was ever donated by the most powerful forces in that society. It
was wrenched from them. Throughout history our “demands”, from suffrage to
health and safety were always vigorously opposed. They still are. The struggle this
represents is at the heart of all the issues in which we are involved. But on all the
manifestations of the class war now being waged against us under the banner of
austerity, we need to remind ourselves, our fellow workers and the wider society,
that we did not create this crisis nor should we continue to pay for its clean-up. Our
analysis, the protection of public servants and defence of public services recognises
that capitalism is not only in crisis – it is the crisis.
The Westminster Coalition in its first two years developed a reputation for “U-turns”
but these were nothing of the kind. They were, in fact rangefinders – tests of how
far they could go before they would meet and partially retreat from opposition.
Whether from Westminster or Stormont, it is our job to ensure that every current
and future rangefinder meets the swiftest resistance. We all have a part to play
in this. NIPSA will continue to educate, agitate and organise against the current
onslaught, dealing with their system’s crisis and fighting back. We do this to fulfil
our responsibility to protect members’ direct interests. In so doing we also play our
part in creating a better society, one with the values of community and solidarity at
its heart.
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